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Manufacturing Workforce Development
Initiatives in the Valley – Completing
the Puzzle
Multiple initiatives across the valley are taking
shape that will impact the quality and quantity of
workers pursuing careers in advanced manufacturing. These range from improved vocational programs at area BOCES and Certified Production
Technician (CPT) training at 4 of the region’s
community colleges to “early college” P-TECH
programs and a new mechanical engineering program at SUNY New Paltz. In fact renewed
Students from Wallkill High School learn
awareness among public officials to the immore about careers in manufacturing at
portance of manufacturing to our economy couFair-Rite Products on MFG Day 2014.
pled with media attention of the skills gap, has led
to several positive improvements to the workforce development infrastructure of the Mid-Hudson
Region. I am proud to report that the Council of Industry – led by many of its member firms – is
heavily involved in shaping these initiatives.
While these initiatives represent real improvements to a system that is designed, in part, to prepare
people to work in advanced manufacturing and will surely help to close the skills gap in the Hudson Valley region, much remains to be done. info.
Continued on Page 12

Save the Date -Friday, May 29th for the
2015 Manufacturing Champions Award Breakfast
Congratulations to this year’s champions,
who through vision, dedication, hard work
and tireless involvement have helped to overcome some of the many obstacles faced by
manufacturers in the Hudson Valley community and in so doing they have made it possible for manufacturers and their employees to
prosper. The Council of Industry is proud to
announce the 2015 Manufacturing Champions for the Hudson Valley are Congressman
Sean Patrick Maloney from the public sector,
Ralf Ludwig, President JBT Wolf Tech, from the private sector and SUNY Dutchess Community
Services will receive the organization award.
Please mark you calendars for Friday, May 29th to attend the Council of Industry’s Manufacturing Champions Award Breakfast. It will be form 7:30 am - 9 am at the Dutchess Golf Club in
Poughkeepsie, NY. Seats are $30 per person or $215 for a table of eight. To reserve a seat contact
Alison Butler by email abutler@councilofindustry.org or call (845) 565-1355. Sponsorships are
available and there will be a commemorative program with a variety of ads sizes available. More
information will be in the Council of Industry’s Weekly Update and the May issue of the CI
Newsletter.
The CI Newsletter is sponsored by ColorPage
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Training & Education
Reading and Understanding Blueprints April 16th
Register now for Reading and Understanding Blueprints on April 16th
from 9 am—4 pm in the Great Room of Kaplan Hall at the SUNY
Orange Newburgh Campus. The cost is $95 per person or $75 each for
two or more from the same company.

• Locating and Reading Information Blocks
• Graphic Scale vs. Stated Scale
•Tolerance - Allowable degree of
This class is intended for: Machine operators, quality control inspecdeviation from given dimension
tors, shop supervisors, metalworking manufacturing personnel, engineering managers, and other manufacturing persons interested in learn- • Component Name
• Intended Use
ing to read manufacturing prints or updating their knowledge in this
area. Participants will learn to identify the essential details and inter• Blueprint or Part Number Associated with the Component
pret the dimensions and tolerances found on engineering draw• Name of the Company or Engineer that Designed the Component
ings. Actual blueprints for hands-on study will be available.
• Orthographic Projections: top or plan view, elevations or side views
This six hour, one day hands on program will enable participants to
• Sections
accurately and effectively use blueprints to obtain the information they
• Isometrics and perspectives
need to do their jobs.
• Viewing the Blueprint as a Whole Diagram – How Parts Work ToTopics will include:
gether
• Blueprints – Are they really blue?
• Specifications and notes
• Reading Prints
• Materials List
• Proper handling of prints
Register online via www.councilofindustry.org
• Scrutinize the Details
or email training@councilofindustry.org
• Symbols and schedules
• Each Kind of Line Has a Meaning

A Few Seats Still Available in Making a Profit in Manufacturing and
Environment, Safety & Health Risk Management
There are a limited number a seats still available in these Certificate in Manufacturing Leadership classes. They are part of the core
courses that are key for manufacturing supervisors.
Making a Profit in Manufacturing covers financial and accounting issues specific to manufacturing. This class is for supervisors, team leaders, lead people, department heads, and anyone with budget or financial decision making responsibility. Through
case studies and examples participants will learn how a manufacturer can use financial ratios and other measures of financial performance to monitor its operations, effectively reduce risk, and maximize return. Topics of discussion will include understanding
basic financial statements such as the balance sheet and income statement. We will also learn key performance ratios and how to
apply them.
When: May 13, 9 am– 4:30 pm Where: SUNY Dutchess
Cost: $200 single, $175 each multiple participants
Instructor : Vanacore, DeBenedictus, DiGovanni & Weddell.
Environment, Safety & Health Risk Management for
Supervisors is an informative course to provide frontline
supervisors with the parameters of good environmental, health
and safety practices necessary for their manufacturing operations. This core course identifies issues that all supervisors and
managers need to understand to better monitor and position
their environmental, health and safety programs.
When: May 20, 9 am– 4:30 pm Where: SUNY Dutchess
Cost: $200 single, $175 each multiple participants
Instructor : The Chazen Companies.
Register online or email training@councilofindustry.org
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Sub-council & Networking News
March EHS Sub-council: Aerial lift,
Scaffold, Fall Protection, and
Arc-flash Safety Recap

April HR Sub-council: NLRB Update
Topic: Recent changes concerning the NLRB and how
they affect you and your workplace.
When: Friday, April 24, 8:30- 10:00 am
Where: Council of Industry Office, The Desmond
Campus, Mount St. Mary College, Newburgh, NY
Speaker: Kevin M. Doherty, Esq., Greenwald
Doherty LLP
Cost: None for members

On March 13th, the Environment, Health & Safety Subcouncil met at The Chazen Companies in Poughkeepsie to
learn more about best practices in dealing with a variety of
safety topics including aerial lifts, scaffold, fall protection,
and arc flash safety from Kip Score , Safety Director at The
Chazen Companies. The group in attendance was already
well versed in safety and there to expand and supplement
their knowledge which is exactly what Score did.
Score covered the use of harnesses and lanyards for aerial
lifts and scaffolding. He discussed what counts as training,
who needs to be trained and how often. He also covered
some forklift training in this segment. Score emphasized that
if you or someone else falls and are not following the manufacturers instructions it can lead to serious consequences. He
said the key questions to ask before using lifts or scaffolds
are:
1. Do we have to do this?
2. Can we bring it down to work on?

Registration: online at: http://
www.councilofindustry.org/event-seminar/hr-subcouncil-nlrb-update/
Or e-mail Alison Butler at abutler@councilofindustry.org or call (845) 565-1355.
The NLRB has been very active in attempting to revamp how employers work with both their unionized and non-unionized workforces. This presentation will address many of the recent changes
and discuss how they affect you and your workplace. Some of the
topics to be covered include:


The new “quickie election” rules



Use of company Email for union purposes



NLRB definitions of “joint employers” as applies to franchisors and others



Court actions overturning NLRB decisions, e.g. the baseball
cap ruling and union insignia



NLRB’s efforts to invalidate Class Action Waivers in Arbitration Agreements



NLRB’s latest efforts to invalidate social media policies and
other typical employee handbook policies



And more

3. What is the safest way to do it?
Another important take-away was to make sure your training
is the RIGHT training for the equipment in use—hands on
training is important not just an online timed course.
For electrical items it is important to know when it is beyond
your scope and call in an expert. Know the difference between Qualified and Unqualified Training:
• Unqualified—you are aware of the hazards
of electricity, amps vs. voltage, AC/DC and proper
PPE. Can not work on live items, use lock out/ tag
out.
• Qualified—can distinguish between live and
not live, knows which meter to use when testing,
wears PPE and follows procedure.
The OSHA codes and other agencies (like the
NFPA) that regulate electrical safety are constantly
being updated so it is important to call in an expert
if you are unsure.
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Human Resource Matters
Social Media and Mobile Recruiting Technology Play an
Increasingly Impactful Role in Talent Acquisition
From ADP, a Council of Industry Associate Member

Technology
tools like social
media, talent
communities
and mobile
recruiting can
help optimize
an employer’s
brand, but
unfortunately,
the recruiting
world has not
kept pace with
evolving
candidate
expectations.

Shifting age demographics, new
technologies and the
move toward a consumer-styled job
seeker experience are
fueling major changes in talent acquisition. In our consumer
-driven society, a
strong employment
brand is increasingly critical for attracting the top
talent. Technology tools like social media, talent
communities and mobile recruiting can help optimize an employer’s brand, but unfortunately, the
recruiting world has not kept pace with evolving
candidate expectations. New research from the
ADP Research Institute®, a specialized group within ADP®, reveals a gap between recruiters and job
seekers regarding the tools they use to find each
other and their perception of a quality talent acquisition experience The research findings highlight
the role technology will play in presenting a strong
employer brand, engaging candidates and making
the hiring process more efficient and effective moving forward.

targeted communications allow job seekers to find
their niche in the company.
Mobile-Enabled Websites Attract More Interested
Candidates
Mobile job seeking is on the rise, with 7 out of 10
job seekers now searching for employment on their
mobile devices.3 Job seekers like the ease and convenience of mobile activities such as receiving job
alerts, tracking applications, viewing job postings
and reading job-related blogs, forums and articles.4 Unfortunately, many corporate career sites
are not mobile-enabled, which means the searches
candidates want to perform are frequently delivered
via a clumsy user experience designed for a different device. Companies with mobile-enabled websites will position themselves ahead of their competition and attract more interested candidates.

Social Media Disconnects Persist Between Recruiters and Applicants
While recruiters and
job seekers
are using
social media
more often
Integrating Social Media into Recruiting Soluand more
tions is Imperative
successfully,
Nearly one-third of recruiters report an improvedisconnects
ment in the impact of social and mobile tools, sug- still exist.
gesting that integrating social media capabilities
For example,
into recruiting solution is becoming increasingly
44% percent of recruiters rated LinkedIn® as
important. In addition, three-quarters of recruiters
“extremely” or “very” useful in their pursuit of new
say that social media has a moderate-to-great imtalent, while only 19 percent of job seekers felt the
pact on talent acquisition, and four out of five say it same way when looking for a job.5 While neither
has a moderate-to-great impact on employment
recruiters nor job seekers found Google+®, Twitbranding.1 Connecting a talent community to social ter® and Facebook® to be as useful as LinkedIn in
media efforts
the talent acquisition process, recruiters still found
casts an even
them far more useful than job seekers
wider net and
did.6 Optimizing social messages and sourcing efenables better
forts could help recruiters build talent pipelines and
connections.
provide more information to candidates for a better
Nearly 70% of talent acquisition experience.
best-in-class
organizations
This insight is from: "The Recruitment Quotient:
already connect Raising Your Talent IQ"
social media
and talent communities2 and
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Human Resource Matters
The Growth of Commercial Mediation
By Carolyn E. Hansen, Esq., Attorney at Law & Mediator, www.hansenlawmediation.com

In the past decade the use of mediation has mushroomed at all levels of society, from in high
schools and for personal disputes to employment
matters and commercial and business disputes.
Most recently the use of mediation to resolve commercial disputes is growing more rapidly than the
other alternative dispute resolution mechanism,
arbitration. This is understood to result from recent recognition that arbitration can at times be
almost as costly and time consuming as litigation,
depending on procedural decisions of the arbitrators.

of major cities positioning themselves as centers of
International Alternative Dispute Resolution. This
has further fostered the growth of mediation and/or
arbitration for international commercial disputes.
New York City also hosts well known organizations which administer arbitration and mediation
proceedings, including the regional headquarters
of the American Arbitration Association, and its
International Center for Dispute Resolution
formed in 1996, to administer both mediation and
arbitration of domestic and international commercial claims.

Data from New York
State Supreme Court’s
Commercial Divisions in
and around New York
City and U.S. Federal
District Courts report
between 95 percent and
98 percent of all commercial litigation settles
before judgment. Much
of that is the result of
mediation.

Because of the growth of
mediation there has been
renewed interest in the
enforceability of mediation
agreements. Recent US
court rulings and discussions which are now in
process between the nations which are members
of the United National
Commission on International Trade Law
(UNCITRAL) about model rules to ensure enforceability of mediation agreements further support increased use of mediation.

The New York State Supreme Courts Commercial
Divisions in and around New York County
(Manhattan), including Westchester, Kings, Nassau and Queens counties have had a mandatory
mediation program in place for years. Under it a
Judge at his or her discretion can refer a dispute to
a mediator from the court-approved panels of mediators. These mediators are qualified lawyers and
judges who have completed required training and
have prior experience in mediation. More recently
there is new program where one out of every 5
case before these courts of the Commercial Division will be referred for voluntary mediation. Parties can use the court suggested mediator, or
choose their own. Discussions are also underway
about the feasibility of court referral programs in
the New York Supreme Court’s Commercial Divisions upstate. US Federal District Courts
throughout New York State have mediation programs in place and panels of qualified mediators to
whom they refer cases.
In 2013, with the opening of the Manhattan based
New York International Arbitration Center
(NYIAC), which also provides a venue for mediation, New York City joined the international trend

Data from New
York State
Supreme Court’s
Commercial
Divisions in and
around New York
City and U.S.
Federal District
Courts report
between 95
percent and 98
percent of all
commercial
litigation settles
before judgment.
Much of that is
the result of
mediation.

In mediation the parties craft the terms of the
agreement which resolves the conflict. This is
very different from both arbitration and litigation
which result in awards or orders by the arbitrators
or judges respectively. The mediator’s role is to
facilitate the parties’ discussions and to use various techniques to move the discussions forward.
This can be done through private, confidential
meetings with the parties in the form of caucuses,
or by joint sessions with the parties. The parties
typically have legal counsel present with them
during the mediation
proceedings. The
mediator ensures that
what needs to be expressed is expressed,
either in confidence to
the mediator or to the
other party and their
counsel.
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Legislative Matters

Over the past
few years, the
NLRB and its
General Counsel
have aggressively scrutinized many frequently used
employee handbook provisions.
The basis for
this scrutiny is
the alleged infringement of
the right of employees to engage in protected concerted activity under Section 7 of the National Labor Relations Act
(NLRA).

NLRB General Counsel Issues Guidance Memorandum on
Employee Handbook Rules
By Tyler T. Hendry, Bond, Schoeneck & King PLLC, a Council of Industry Associate Member

The General Counsel for the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) recently published a guidance
memorandum that provides specific examples of
lawful and unlawful employee handbook rules in
the areas of confidentiality, professionalism and
employee conduct, use of company logos, copyrights and trademarks, conflicts of interest, photography and recording, and interaction with the media and other third parties. The memorandum also
includes General Counsel-approved handbook
rules that were adopted as part of an unfair labor
practice settlement with the fast-food chain, Wendy’s.

found lawful and
unlawful, the usefulness of the guidance
for employers lies in
its concrete examples, some of which
are highlighted below.
Confidentiality
Rules

A confidentiality policy will be deemed by the
current NLRB to violate the NLRA if it specifically prohibits employee discussions regarding terms
Over the past few years, the NLRB and its General
and conditions of employment, such as wages or
Counsel have aggressively scrutinized many freworkplace conditions, or if employees would reaquently used employee handbook provisions. The
sonably construe the policy to prohibit such disbasis for this scrutiny is the alleged infringement
cussions.
of the right of employees to engage in protected
concerted activity under Section 7 of the National Unlawful
Labor Relations Act (NLRA). Section 7 activity

Do not discuss customer or employee inforincludes the right to discuss, challenge, question,
mation outside of work, including phone numand advocate changes in wages, hours, and other
bers and addresses.
terms and conditions of employment in both unionized and non-unionized work environments. Of  Never publish or disclose the employer’s or
course, it also includes the right to engage in union
another’s confidential or other proprietary
organizing. A majority of the current NLRB will
information. Never publish or report on condeem an employee handbook provision to violate
versations that are meant to be private or inthe NLRA if it specifically prohibits Section 7
ternal to the employer.
activity or if "employees would reasonably construe" the rule as prohibiting such activity. It is this Lawful
"reasonably construe" language that has resulted in  No unauthorized disclosure of business secrets
many common employee handbook provisions
or other confidential information.
being declared unlaw-  Do not disclose confidential financial data, or
other non-public proprietary company inforful by the
mation. Do not share confidential information
majority of
regarding business partners, vendors, or custhe current
tomers.
NLRB.
Employee Conduct/Professionalism Rules
While one
could editorialize at length
regarding the
razor-thin
distinctions
drawn between the
provisions

The memorandum reinforces that employees have
the right to criticize their employer’s policies and
actions toward its employees, and therefore, any
policies prohibiting disrespectful, inappropriate, or
rude conduct toward the employer have been
deemed unlawfully overbroad.
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Training Matters

Certificate in Manufacturing Leadership Courses Offered at
SUNY Rockland This Fall
Starting this September, six of our most
popular Certificate in Manufacturing
Leadership courses will be held at SUNY
Rockland in Suffern, NY. The same instructors and materials as the Certificate
program held each spring at SUNY
Dutchess will now be more accessible for
our members located further south. The
Certificate in Manufacturing Leadership is
a comprehensive group of courses that
prepares supervisors for their challenging
positions at manufacturing facilities.
The program is designed to offer particular skill sets through concentration of courses. Participants who
complete the required courses are presented with the Certificate in Manufacturing Leadership by the
Council of Industry and SUNY Rockland. All courses are full-day classes (from 9 am to 4:30 pm) and are
held at SUNY Rockland. Though participants are encouraged to complete the course series for the most
comprehensive supervisory education, the Council welcomes individual course registration as well.
Classes and dates offered are:

employees understand terms
like ROI
(Return on Investment) and
the cost of
waste and
scrap.
The program
provides an
overview that
adds value to
the big picture.”
- Steve

September 23 &
October 7, 2015

“It helps when

Fundamentals of Leadership

October 21, 2015

Problem Solving & Decision Making

November 4, 2015

Human Resource Management Issues

November 18, 2015

Making a Profit in Manufacturing

December 2, 2015

Best Practices & Continuous Improvement

December 16, 2015

Positive Motivation & Discipline

Pomeroy,
President of
Schatz Bearing
Corporation.

Cost for the entire program :$1,250 Council members, $2,500 non-members. For two or more from the
same company: $1,075 each Council members, $2,150 each non-members.
For individual classes: $200 Council members, $175 each
Council members for two or more from the same company,
$375 non-members
Fundamentals of Leadership cost (2 day course): $400 Council
members, $350 Council members for two or more from the
same company, $700 each non-members
Register online at www.councilofindustry.org or email training@councilofindustry.org or call (845) 565-1355.
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EHS Matters
A Mini-Guide to Minimizing Back and Shoulder Injuries
From the OH&S Blog

Employees
with a previous
history of back
injury should be
watched carefully and
prevented from
lifting heavy
objects unless
or until you can
confirm they
are not at
serious risk for
future injuries.
This may be
confirmed by a
doctor or
health care
professional.

Lifting and moving objects safely at work
is something many people have to deal with
-- especially if they work in a factory or
warehouse. Yet not everyone knows how to
safely lift objects from the floor, and not
everyone has the strength to lift. So, before
you throw your back out, here's what you
need to know to minimize back and shoulder injuries.
Assess the Difficulty of the Load Before Lifting
Assess the difficulty of the load before attempting
to lift. Make sure employees understand this is the
first step in lifting; it's not actually lifting the load.
If possible or necessary, multiple employees may
need to lift heavy loads together. Alternatively,
employees should use lifting aides or machines to
help minimize the risk of injuries.
Move Constantly Throughout the Day to Avoid
Back Injuries
Moving throughout the day is also important.
Workers who sit throughout the day, don't spend
time moving, and don't exercise regularly are at a
greater risk for a back injury.
Assess High-Risk Employees
Employees with a previous history of back injury
should be watched carefully and prevented from
lifting heavy objects unless or until you can confirm
they are not at serious risk for future injuries. This
may be confirmed by a doctor or health care professional. But, in most cases, those with previous injuries should not lift at all (or should lift minimally).
Why? Because, even though workers' compensation
can cover injuries, negligence is a claim that can
allow an employee to sue the company directly and
may result in additional money paid out, over and
above the workers' comp claim.

injured during lifting is
because they do not have
a strong conceptual understanding of how to
lift objects at various
heights.
Usually, objects need to
be lifted from the floor.
This requires training
the barbell deadlift so employees have the practical
experience and knowledge necessary to safely lift
objects while at work. Broadly speaking, lifting a
load from the floor requires all debris be cleared
from the area so the object can be lifted without
anything getting in the way. Good starting posture
involves hip hinging -- bending at the waist while
bracing the back with the abdominal muscles
(pushing the abs out and using intra-abdominal
pressure via the Valsalva maneuver) and arching
the low back hard to protect the spine.
The actual lift is a hip hinge in the reverse direction, standing up straight and pulling the hips
through. The hamstrings and glute muscles bear the
brunt of the weight, avoiding shear force on the low
back, thus minimizing injury.
If your employees are not familiar with proper
deadlifting technique, training programs such as
Starting Strength can help. Find a qualified Starting
Strength coach near you so your employees don't
become injured on the job.

Avoid Twisting Under Load
The human spine can withstand a great deal of
shearing force before failure. Even sub-optimal
back angles and lumbar and thoracic flexion are not
serious problems for the spine. What is a problem is
shear force combined with twisting. Moving under
Educate Employees on Proper Lifting Technique load has to be done very carefully, because the back
is not designed to be rotated while under compresand Hold Fitness Classes
This might seem
sion. This is largely how injuries happen. It's not
like an "out there" the flexion. It's the jerking motions people make,
suggestion, but
the twisting and rotating under compression, that
hiring a fitness
causes the problem.
trainer for the
Don't Reach While Lifting
company will go a
Reaching while lifting can also create injuries belong way toward
cause a moment arm is introduced into the lift. A
minimizing the
moment arm is a combination of a load being held
risk of liftingat a distance away from the center of gravity.
related injuries.
How? The primary
Continued on page 14
reason people are
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CI Calendar of Training and Events

Apr 15

Certificate in Manufacturing Leadership: Effective Business
Communication—9:00 am—4:30 pm at Bowne Hall, Dutchess Community College, Poughkeepsie, NY. Instructor: Rebecca Mazin, Recruit
Right. Class is full, waiting list only.

Apr 16

Reading & Understanding Blueprints - 9:00 am - 4:00 pm at SUNY
Orange Newburgh Campus, Great Room, Kaplan Hall. Cost: $95 per
person or $75 each for two or more from the same company. Register
online or email training@councilofindustry.org or call (845) 565-1355.

Apr 24

Human Resources Sub-council: NLRB Update—8:30 am —10 am
at the Council of Industry Offices, The Desmond Campus, Newburgh,
NY. Presenter Kevin Doherty is a partner at Greenwald Doherty. Free
to members, email abutler@councilofindustry.org to register or call
(845) 565-1355.

Apr 29

Certificate in Manufacturing Leadership: Train the Trainer—9:00
am—4:30 pm at Bowne Hall, Dutchess Community College, Poughkeepsie, NY. Instructor: Jon Harbison. Class is full, waiting list only.

May 13

Certificate in Manufacturing Leadership: Making a Profit in
Manufacturing—9:00 am—4:30 pm at Bowne Hall, Dutchess Community College, Poughkeepsie, NY. Instructor: Vanacore, Debenedictus,
DiGovanni & Weddell. Seats still open— Register online or email training@councilofindustry.org or call (845) 565-1355.

May 20

Certificate in Manufacturing Leadership: Environmental Safety
& Health Risk Management —9:00 am—4:40 pm at Bowne Hall,
Dutchess Community College, Poughkeepsie, NY. Instructor: The Chazen Companies. Seats still open— Register online or email training@councilofindustry.org or call (845) 565-1355.

May 29

Manufacturing Champion Awards Breakfast— 7:30 am –9:00 am
at The Dutchess Golf Club, Poughkeepsie, NY. Seats are $30 per person or $215 for a table of eight. To reserve a seat contact Alison Butler
by email abutler@councilofindustry.org or call (845) 565-1355. Sponsorships are available and there will be a commemorative program
with a variety of ads sizes available.

You can find
more
information
on the
courses and
events listed
in our
calendar by
going to our
website—
www.councilofi
ndustry.org

or if you are
reading our
electronic
version just
press Ctrl and
click the
course title.

Manufacturing Job Opportunities
If you have job openings and positions to fill:

 Post it on the Council of Industry Website www.councilofindustry.org
 Look at resumes from our member recommended For Hire page
Contact Alison at abutler @councilofindustry.org for more info.
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Manufacturing Matters

Five Ways to Make Advocacy Part of Your
Organizational DNA
Political
advocacy goals
are designed
to track and
monitor
activities that
can advance
and protect
your company’s
bottom line.
For manufacturers, political
advocacy goals
measure how
your team
advocates
policies that
directly impact
your company’s
specific needs—
and those of
our industry
as a whole.

By Ned Monroe, senior vice president, external relations, National Association of Manufacturers

The year’s first quarter offers organizations an opportunity to rethink current
strategies and operational procedures. Manufacturers often set aside time now to
ensure their companies’ current programs, projects and goals align with their
overall mission, strategic plan and vision. Staff members are asked to establish
organizational, team and personal goals relating to everything from productivity
and operations to safety and work culture.
But have you considered asking your team to establish political advocacy goals?

Be a part of this
year’s Mfg Day on
October 2nd.

Political advocacy goals are designed to track and monitor activities that can
advance and protect your company’s bottom line. For manufacturers, political
advocacy goals measure how your team advocates policies that directly impact your company’s specific
needs—and those of our industry as a whole.
Here are five political advocacy goals to consider in 2015:


Organize and participate in Manufacturing Day at your facility. This year, Manufacturing Day is
Friday, October 2. It is the perfect opportunity to improve public perception of manufacturing, recruit
new workers to your company and expose students to potential manufacturing careers. To learn more
about Manufacturing Day or to sign up to host an event, visit MFGDay.com.



Meet with two elected officials at their local offices in 2015. Take the opportunity to explain your
company’s position on a legislative issue. This might entail talking with local officials about zoning
and taxes or meeting with your members of Congress to discuss trade, labor or environmental issues.
By requesting a meeting, you set the stage for a conversation that best fits your company’s needs.
Visit the National Association of Manufacturers’ (NAM) website for data and talking points concerning issue areas that directly impact manufacturing.



Give a tour of your facility to an elected official. Show your elected officials what your operation
entails, what your company makes and how much your employees produce daily. Facility tours are a
great way for lawmakers to meet you and your employees, hear manufacturing success stories and
see firsthand how their decisions impact your business. If you are willing to host a tour, check out
our plant tour guide.



Connect to the NAM’s digital advocacy efforts. We are part of a growing and changing manufacturing economy, and we need your help to maintain positive momentum. Visit the Manufacturing
Works advocacy center online to send a message to policymakers on important legislative issues, or
download the MFGWorks app in the Apple iTunes Store. The app allows you to receive important
alerts directly on your iPad or iPhone and take action with just one touch. (The Android version will
be available soon.)


Travel to Washington, D.C., to meet with your members of Congress.
The NAM’s Manufacturing Summit is the perfect time to connect with
Washington lawmakers in a meaningful way and discuss a host of issues
that impact your company, your workers and your bottom line. The NAM
will schedule your congressional meetings, and you can participate in interactive general sessions with dynamic speakers on manufacturing topics.
Incorporating political advocacy goals can enhance your company’s visibility and contribute to your bottom line in a tangible, measurable way. Developing positive relationships with elected officials who shape policies that
influence manufacturing is a proven strategy. Consider adding political advocacy goals to your organization’s strategic plan in 2015.
10
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Personnel Matters

10 Tips for a Successful Internship Program
From Internships.com

Internships are a great way for students
to gain experience and explore career
options, but don’t forget to consider
what interns can do for your company.
A good internship experience can and
should be mutually beneficial. Below
are 10 points for you to consider when
discussing whether to hire an intern and
how to go about the process.

7.) Send a broadcast email to your employee distribution list that announces
the intern, gives a sentence or two about
him/her, and asks staff to extend a warm
welcome. On the day that the intern
starts, the Intern Manager should take
the intern on a tour and introduce the
new member to individual staff.

8.) Arrange for the Intern Manager to
meet with the intern on Day #1and discuss expectations and outcomes on both
1.) Survey your company, asking departsides. Set the intern up to succeed by
ments if they want interns, what skill sets, and how many interns
starting with small projects and graduating to more complicated
they need. Some departments find interns useful and others find
and lengthy assignments.
them a nuisance. Avoid creating ill feelings among departments
9.) Ensure that the intern has a desk and proper supplies so he/
that might feel slighted if they never get an intern to help out.
she can begin productive work immediately. A more senior in2.) Assign interns to areas that may need a full-time employee in
tern—if available—may want to have a short meeting with the
the near future, using the internship to “test the waters” with cannew intern to talk about office procedures or to explain the comdidates that you might hire. Be sure to ask employees in those
puter system or any unfamiliar technology systems. Utilize curareas for their evaluations on each intern’s performance.
rent interns to train incoming interns, reducing staff time with
3.) Consider rotating interns to cover areas left vacant as employ- interns and facilitating employees to fulfill work objectives.
ees take summer vacations. Suggest that the departing employee
10.) Reward an unpaid intern in other ways. If your company has
give the intern an orientation on what to do to reduce the worka cafeteria, give the intern a pass that enables him/her to eat for
load on the remaining staff. Although the intern may only be
free on working days. Take the intern to a professional meeting
able to perform basic duties, such as correspondence, the departas your guest, paying for his/her lunch and introducing him to
ment will appreciate the additional help.
other professionals. Give a gift certificate at the end of the internship as well as write a letter of recommendation. Interns are
4.) Appoint one junior employee to be in charge of interns as
your best source of future interns, and students share information
Intern Manager and point of contact and to mentor and monitor
about their experiences. Make sure everyone wants to intern at
intern performance, freeing senior employees for more costyour company, so you have a wide selection of excellent applieffective assignments. The junior employee also increases the
intern’s comfort level since the intern will enjoy working with a cants.
younger employee closer to his or her own age.
10 Tips

5.) Allow your Intern Manager ample time in his/her schedule to
coordinate each intern’s schedule with the appropriate departmental manager. Arrange for the intern to spend a certain amount
of time either daily or weekly with the Intern Manager to review
progress. Establish a clear chain of command, ensuring that your
employees know if they have any concerns about the departmental intern, they can get help from the Intern Manager.
6.) Prepare a description of internship duties and email it to the
incoming intern for review, answering any questions ahead of
time to prevent confusion. Make sure the intern has an Intern
Packet with appropriate materials before the start date. The Intern Packet should contain company policy information as well
as forms to track intern activity.
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Workforce Development
Continued from Front Page
Below is a brief outline of some of the advanced
manufacturing workforce initiatives currently underway. There is also a call to action for your firm
to help us in what is perhaps the most important
initiative of all. It is the Council of Industry’s plan
to complete the puzzle that is workforce development by providing a strategic and sustained program to market the virtues and opportunities of
careers with Hudson Valley manufacturers.

look to build efficiencies
and ensure the programs
match the needs of the
manufacturers.

The missing piece
These initiatives are all
well and good. In fact
they’re great. There is,
however, one piece to the
manufacturing workforce
development puzzle missWorkforce Alphabet Soup – What is in Place
Students from the Hudson Valley Pathways Academy
ing. A piece without which
and Taking Shape
learn about the manufacturing process during a tour of
the picture is incomplete
TAACCCT (Trade Adjustment Act Communi- Wolf-tec in Kingston.
and the work putting it toty College Consortium Training) this is federally
gether done for naught.
funded statewide program to develop skills for the
That missing piece are the people needed to populate the promanufacturing workforce of today. The Council of Industry is
grams, to take the training, to learn the skills, to become the adthe Mid-Hudson Region’ private sector partner and is helping
vanced manufacturing workforce.
coordinate the region’s community colleges to provide training
for the skills manufacturers need their workers to have. ProTo attract people – both young and old but especially young - to
grams are now in place across the region based on industry inmanufacturing careers in the Hudson Valley can no longer be left
put. They include, for example, machining in Westchester and
to chance. We, as Hudson Valley manufacturers, need to come
PLCs in Sullivan. SUNY Ulster offers an Associates Degree in
together to promote our sector. We need to inform young people
Advanced Manufacturing and will also provide, at a minimum,
about the variety of rewarding careers in manufacturing. We
the Certified Production Technician (CPT) Certificate.
need to allay the fears and misperceptions of parents that manufacturing careers offer no future for their children. We need to
Hudson Valley Pathways Academy is a P-TECH (Pathways to
provide resources to educators that enable them to know what
Technology Early College High School) - This brand new high
school in Kingston opened its doors to its first class of students in manufacturing is in the Hudson Valley and share that knowledge
September. A partnership between Ulster BOCES, local school with their students.
districts Community Colleges and the Council of Industry, the
Over the past several months the Council of Industry and Stage
school will prepare kids for STEM (Science Technology EngiSix Media have devised a comprehensive marketing strategy to
neering and Math) careers through experiential, project based
accomplish just that. Our Science Technology Engineering Art
learning with an emphasis on math and science courses. Students and Math (STEAM) pipeline project, the results of interviews
will graduate with both a high school degree and an associate
with dozens of teachers, parents, students and manufacturers, is
degree ready to work in your company.
comprehensive, multiple media marketing strategy to inform
SUNY New Paltz Mechanical Engineering began as a new pro- encourage people to pursue careers in manufacturing, in the Hudgram in the fall of 2014. Council members were instrumental in son Valley. An outline of the project can be found online here.
convincing SUNY Central to approve the School of Science and The project will be web based and include tools for students,
parents and teachers. It will facilitate connections between manEngineering’s program expansion from just electrical/computer
ufacturers and schools. It will utilize video of local firms, social
engineering. The program is supported by a $10 million
SUNY2020 Challenge Grant and will include 3D design/printing. media, interactive career pathway tools and much more. It will
be a relevant, local, high quality and carefully managed to
Already 35 students are in the program.
achieve its intended results.
RSWDS – Regional Sector Based Workforce Development
Strategy is an effort led by SUNY Orange and the Council of
Industry to better coordinate the region’s workforce development
resources. The plan creates a formal process to identify and tailor
training and education to meet the needs of the region’s manufacturing employers. Our current system is based on County Workforce Development Boards (WIBs) that represent all sectors of
the economy both private and public. The new system would be
regional and would provide for different inputs from different
industry sectors. Right now an “Asset Map” is being developed
to inventory all the institutions, programs and initiatives that provide workforce development services. Once identified we will

It will not be cheap, and while we are seeking public support for
the STEAM Pipeline Project, what we really need is the support,
both financial and in-kind, of our member firms. Enclosed with
this newsletter is a flyer asking you to support this project at levels from $1,000 - $20,000. The larger and swifter the investment
the greater the potential impact. The Return on Investment will
no doubt be slow, but the cost of not engaging with the future
workforce through this campaign is potentially much higher.
For more information or to share your thoughts and ideas contact
Harold King at 845-565-1355 or hking@councilofindustry.org .
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Manufacturing Advocacy
Manufacturing Lobby Days & Summit 2015 Postponed
The Manufacturing Alliance of
New York (MANY) has postponed indefinitely its annual
Manufacturing Lobby Days &
Summit due to lighter than usual
attendance. This event which
began in 2007 as 30 participants and a one day conference
had massed into a two day conference with legislative panels,
leadership guest speakers, a legislative reception and visits to
legislators from all over the
State, talking about issues most
important to manufacturers this
year drew less registrants than in past.

Place Your
Company’s Ad
Here
The Council of Industry’s
monthly newsletter has a
mailing circulation of 250
manufacturers and an
online circulation of
hundreds more.
Contact Alison Butler at
abutler@councilofindustry.org

While “Manufacturing Lobby Days” is looking to reinvent itself and hopefully find a way to increase participation it is important for manufacturers to remember the purpose that started the
event originally, the opportunity to rally together and relay to Albany our legislative agenda for
the upcoming session. Like every statewide group with a stake in the political process from Boy
Scouts to libraries to school boards to teachers and labor Unions, this was our time in Albany
where we collectively join forces and express how essential a better business climate is to our
sector.

or call (845) 565-1355
for more information.

We will be seeking input from companies across the state on ways to improve and make our lobby days more effective. In the meantime The Council of Industry, MACNY and all the Alliance
partner organizations will continue to advocate for a pro manufacturing agenda in Albany.

Consumer Price Index for Feb. 2015

Wage Earners

Feb.‘14

Point

%

% Increase

Feb.‘15

Jan.‘15

Increase

Month

Year

& Clerical
1967=100

687.70

683.37

680.02

3.36

0.5

-0.6

1982-84= 100

230.87

229.42

228.29

1.13

0.5

-0.6

1967=100

703.30

703.12

700.08

3.04

0.4

0.0

1982-84=100

234.78

234.72

233.71

1.02

0.4

0.0

All Urban
Consumers

Hudson Valley unemployment rate for February 2015 = 5.3%
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Continued from page 5
More Human Resource Matters
Law schools now offer training in mediation and arbitration and in
the skills to serve as counsel for parties in those processes. Some
law schools have practical clinics in Alternative Dispute Resolution. Bar associations and firms providing training programs for
members of the legal profession offer courses in mediation for
those who will be mediators as well as for those who will be counsel to parties in mediation. There are also a growing number of
programs and scholars looking at the issues of culture and cross –
cultural communication in mediation and arbitration. Because in
mediation the parties may be directly speaking to the mediator and
to each other in the mediation session, cultural issues become important since they can affect understanding of what is being discussed.
It is useful for business executives to know how to arrange for the
application of mediation and arbitration to their commercial contracts, how to participate in selection of mediators or arbitrators
and what to look for in selecting counsel to represent them in such
proceedings.

Continued from page 8
EHS Matters
A Khan Academy video explains more about what a moment arm is
and how they work. This is a basic mechanical (physical) principle, and
it applies to human beings, so you should understand how this impacts
your employees at work. When an individual holds a heavy object with
outstretched arms, the moment arm would be the distance between the
individual and the object. To reduce moments, always keep objects
close to the body when lifting.
Don't reach overhead either (unless the object is going straight overhead). The shoulder and shoulder girdle, along with the rotator cuff, can
be easily damaged if the moment arm created by reaching with a heavy
object is less than 1 foot.

Council of Industry Staff

Utilize Proven Overhead Lifting Techniques
Overhead lifting should be practiced before employees attempt to lift
heavy objects. This is a skill, like the deadlift, which needs to be practiced consistently so that employees avoid injury.

Director of Membership &
Communication: Alison Butler

Executive Vice President: Harold King

Director of Government Affairs:
Karyn Burns
Website: www.councilofindustry.org
Phone: (845) 565-1355
Fax: (845) 565-1427
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Continued from page 6
Legislative Matters
In contrast, rules requiring employees to be respectful to co-workers, clients, and
customers have generally been found to be lawful.
Unlawful


Be respectful of the company, other employees, customers, partners, and competitors.



No defamatory, libelous, slanderous, or discriminatory comments about the
company, its customers and/or competitors, its employees, or management.

Lawful


No rudeness or unprofessional behavior toward a customer or anyone in contact with the company.



Being insubordinate, threatening, intimidating, disrespectful, or assaulting a
manager/supervisor, co-worker, customer, or vendor will result in discipline.

Use of Company Logos, Copyrights, and Trademarks
The NLRB has found that a broad ban on use of an employer’s name, logo, or other
trademark is unlawful because it may restrict the use of the company name and
logo on picket signs, leaflets, and other protest material.
Unlawful


Do not use any company logos, trademarks, graphics, or advertising materials
in social media.

Lawful


Respect all copyright and other intellectual property laws. For the employer’s
protection as well as your own, it is critical that you show proper respect for
the laws governing copyright, fair use of copyrighted material owned by others, trademarks, and other intellectual property, including the employer’s own
copyrights, trademarks, and brands.

85 Charles Colman Boulevard,
Pawling, New York 12564

Designers, Manufacturers
and Assemblers of
Plastic Injection Molded Parts
and Components
Serving the Electrical, Industrial,
Medical, Automotive, Photographic,
Pharmaceutical, Cosmetic and Food
Markets of America

ISO 9001:2008 Certified
Adhering toTS16949
UL Listed
CSA Listed
Drug Master File Registered
FDA Registered
CE Conformity
Class 10,000 Certified Cleanroom
In House Color Matching
www.joepietrykainc.com
Phone: (845) 855-1201
Fax: (845) 855 5219

The release of this guidance suggests the NLRB will continue to aggressively enforce and scrutinize the employment policies of union and non-union employers.
An unlawful policy is itself a violation of the NLRA, and if an employee is disciplined or terminated for violating an unlawful policy, the discipline could be rescinded and the employer could be ordered to restore the employee to his/her position with back pay.
As seen in the examples above, tweaking one or two words or adding additional
context and clarification to what would be an otherwise overbroad policy can mean
the difference between an unlawful or lawful policy. Employers should, therefore,
use this memorandum as a guide in reviewing and revising their handbooks and
other employee rules.
To learn more, contact Tyler T. Hendry at (315) 218-8301 or thendry@bsk.com.
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